
Ulam Quarterly { Volume 3, Number 1, 1995Notes on Contact Metric ManifoldsRamesh SharmaUniversity of New HavenDepartment of MathematicsWest Haven, CT 065161 IntroductionLet M denote a (2n+1)-dimensional contact metric manifold with con-tact form �, characteristic vector �eld �, the associated metric tensor g andthe (1; 1)-tensor �eld �. We say M is K-contact if � is Killing. FollowingBlair [1] we denote the operators (1=2)L�� and R(:; �)� by h and I respec-tively; where L denotes Lie-derivative operator. The tensors h and I areknown to be symmetric. We denote by � the tensor metrically equivalentto the strain tensor L�g of M along �, i.e. g(�X; Y ) = (L�g)(X;Y ) forarbitrary smooth vector �elds X;Y on M:It is known that a contact metric manifold is K-contact if and only ifh = 0. Recently the author [9] proved that a K-contact manifold cannotadmit a second order symmetric parallel (covariant constant) tensor otherthan a constant multiple of the associated K-contact metric. This resulthas been generalized by the author [10] on a contact metric manifold the �-sectional curvature K(�;X) non-vanishing and independent of the choice ofX. On the other hand, a contact metric manifold satisfying R(X;Y )� = 0,is known (see Blair [2]) to be locally isometric to En+1 � Sn (4) and isknown (Blair and Patnaik [3]) to admit the second order symmetric paralleltensor h� � 
 �. Question, therefore arises where there are contact metricmanifolds for which one of the symmetric tensors h; I and � is parallel. Weanswer it a little more generally by provingTheorem 1.1 Let M be a contact metric manifold. Then(i) if h is a Codazzi (in particular, parallel) tensor then h = 0, i.e. M isK-contact.(ii) if � is Codazzi (in particular, parallel) then � = 0, i.e. M is K-contact.(iii) if I is parallel then I = 0, i.e. the sectional curvatures of all planesections containing � vanish.



28 Notes on Contact Metric ManifoldsRemark 1.1 Part (iii) of the above theorem deserves special attention be-cause I is the operator that measures the sectional curvatures of plane sec-tions containing � and the theorem says that if I is parallel then I = 0 .However the question of classifying locally symmetric (i.e. parallel Riemanntensor) contact metric manifolds is still open, except in dimensions 3 and5 (see [5, 6]).Now ifA is a Codazzi tensor on a Riemannianmanifoldwith Riemannianconnection r, i.e. (rXA)Y = (rYA)X then (div A)X = X(Tr A). Wewould like to examine the converse situation for A = h on a contact metricmanifold M . but Tr h = 0 on M and hence we need to examine just thecondition div h = 0. We answer it in dimension 3 provingTheorem 1.2 For a contact metric 3-manifoldM the condition that div h =0 is equivalent to the condition that � is a eigenvector of the Ricci operatorQ.Remark 1.2 Note that the condition Q� = a function multiple of �, isequivalent on a contact metric manifold, to div � = a function multiple of�. An example of a contact metric manifold satisfying this condition isgiven [4] by lR3 with contact structure � = 1=2(cosx3dx1 + sinx3dx2) andthe associated metric gij = (1=4)�ij. Since � is invariant by the translationsin the coordinate directions by 2�, the torus T 3 is a compact manifold alsocarrying this structure. For this contact metric structure, div � = �4�.Remark 1.3 In view of the identities Ric (X; �) = 2�(X) + (div (h�))(X)and rX� = ��X��hX for a contact metric 3-manifold, it follows that thecondition that � is a eigenvector of the Ricci operator, is equivalent to thecondition that � be a eigenvector of the Laplacian � = gijrirj. Contactmetric 3-manifolds with � as an eigenvector of � have been classi�ed by H.Chen [7] and are either Sasakian or locally isometric to a Lie-group withleft-invariant metric. It is also important to note that the condition that� is a eigenvector of Ricci operator, is invariant under the D-homotheticdeformation of the contact metric structure, de�ned as (see [11, 4]):�� = ��; �� = 1��; �� = �; �g = �g + �(�� 1)� 
 �for a positive constant �. (��; ��; ��; �g) is again a contact metric structure.2 PreliminariesA (2n+1)-dimensional C1-manifoldM is said to be a contact manifoldif it has a global 1-form � such that � ^ (d�)n 6= 0 everywhere on M .



Ramesh Sharma 29For a contact form � there exists a vector �eld � such that �(�) = 1 and(d�)(�;X) = 0 for any vector �eld X. A Riemannian metric g is saidto be an associated metric if there exists a (1; 1) tensor �eld � such that(d�)(X;Y ) = g(X;�Y ); �(X) = g(�;X) and �2 = �I +�
 �. The manifoldM with the structure (�; �; �; g) is called a contact metric manifold. Thetensor �eld h = (1=2)L�� is symmetric, traceless and satis�es h� = 0 andh� = ��h. If � is an eigenvalue of h with eigenvector E then �� is also aneigenvalue with eigenvector �E. For details we refer to [1]. On a contactmetric manifold, r�� = 0 (2.1)rX� = �X � �hX()r�� = 0 and div � = 0) (2.2)(L�g)(X;Y ) = 2g(h�X; Y ) (2.3)R(�;X)� � �R(�; �X)� = 2(h2 + �2)X (2.4)(r�h)X = �fX � h2X +R(�;X)�g (2.5)div � = �2n� (2.6)Formulas (2.2) and (2.4) occur in [2], (2.5) in [3] and (2.6) in [8]. From (2.4)it follows that the sum of the sectional curvatures K(�;X) and K(�; �X)for a unit vector X orthogonal to � is = 2(I � jhXj2). Thus, if K(�;X) � 0for any vector X orthogonal to � then K(�;X) � 2. We also note that, ifK(�;X) � 1 then K(�;X) = 1. A contact metric manifold is K-contact(i.e. � is Killing) if and only if K(�;X) = 1 for any X orthogonal to �.3 Proofs of the resultsProof of Theorem 1.1 Substituting � for Y in the hypothesis (rXh)Y =(rY h)X and using (2.2) we �ndh�X + h�hX = (r�h)X: (3.1)Using h� = ��h and (2.5) in the above equation givesR(�;X)� = �2X � h2X (3.2)because �(R(�;X)�) = 0. Use of (3.1) in (2.4) shows h2 = 0. Therefore,jhj2 = Tr h2 = 0 and hence h = 0, proving (i). To prove (ii), by hypothesis



30 Notes on Contact Metric Manifoldsand (2.3) we have (rX (h�))Y = (rY (h�))XSubstituting � for Y and using (2.1), (2.2) and (2.5) givesh�(�+ h)X = (h2 + �2)X + �R(�; �X)�Applying � to both sides and using h� = �h� and h� = 0 we getR(�; �X)� = �(hX �X) + (�� I)h2X (3.3)Replacing X by �X givesR(�;X)� = h(h+ h�� I)X + �2X (3.4)The use of (3.2) and (3.3) in (2.4) yields h2�X = 0. Replacing X by �Xgives h2 = 0. As h is symmetric, it follows that h = 0. This proves (ii). For(iii) we �rst di�erentiate (2.4) along � (understanding that IX = R(X; �)�)and using the fact r�� = 0, we obtainr�h2 = 0 (3.5)That is, h(r�h) + (r�h)h = 0Di�erentiating it covariantly along � gives2(r�h)2 + h(r�r�h) + (r�r�h)h = 0: (3.6)Now di�erentiating (2.5) along � covariantly givesr�r�h = 0 (3.7)Using (3.6) in (3.5) gives (r�h)2 = 0. Hencer�h = 0 (3.8)Then using (3.7) in (2.5) yields�(X � h2X +X � IX) = 0Operating by � gives IX = �h2X +X � �(X)�: (3.9)Next, di�erentiating (3.8) covariantly along Y , using the hypothesis rI = 0and then substituting � for X givesh2�Y � h3�Y � �Y + h�Y = 0 (3.10)



Ramesh Sharma 31At this stage, �rst replacing Y by �Y in (3.9) gives� h2Y + h3Y + Y � �(Y )� � hY = 0: (3.11)Secondly, operating (3.10) by � gives� h2Y � h3Y + Y � �(Y )� + hY = 0 (3.12)Adding (3.10) to (3.11) shows h2 + �2 = 0 (3.13)Consequently (3.8) and (3.12) imply I = 0, ending the proof.Proof of Theorem 1.2 From (2.2) it follows for a (2n + 1)-dimensionalcontact metric manifoldM that(rXh)� = h(� � h�)X (3.14)Taking (ei) as a local orthonormal basis, putting X = ei in (3.13), takinginner product with ei and summing over i we �nd(div h)� = 0 (3.15)as Tr (h�) = Tr (h2�) = 0. If h = 0 (i.e. M is K-contact) then (i) and (ii)are obviously true. So let h 6= 0 in some neighborhood of M and now letdimM = 3, i.e. n = 1. We can choose a local �-basis (�; E; �E) such thathE = �E and h�E = ���E. From (2.3) and the de�nition of � , we have� = 2h�. Hence(div � )Y = 2[(div h)�Y + �f2g((rE�)Y;E)� (div �)Y g]:Using (2.6) gives(div � )Y = 2(div h)�Y + 2�[�(Y ) + 2g((rE�)Y;E)]: (3.16)To prove (i) implies (ii), assume div h = 0. Then (3.15) gives(div � )Y = 2�[g((rE�)Y;E) + �(Y )]:Taking Y = E, we �nd(div � )E = 4�g((rE�)E;E) = 0:Thus (div � )X = 0 for any X orthogonal to �. Hence div � = f� for somescalar �eld f . Conversely, to prove (ii) implies (i), assume div� = f�. Then



32 Notes on Contact Metric Manifolds(3.15) gives (f � 2�)�(Y ) = 2(div h)�Y + 4�g((rE�)Y;E):Replacing Y by �E,(div h)E = 2�g((rE�)�E;E) = 2�[�g(rEE;E) + g(rE�E; �E)] = 0;since E and �E are unit vector �elds. As E is any unit eigenvector orthog-onal to �, of h, we obtain (div h)X = 0 for any X orthogonal to �. Takinginto account this and (3.14) we conclude div h = 0. This completes theproof.Acknowledgment: The author is grateful to Professor David E. Blairfor his going through the manuscript.References[1] D.E. Blair. Contact manifolds in Riemannian geometry, Lecture notesin Mathematics 509. Springer-Verlag, Berlin-Heidelberg, New York,1976.[2] D.E. Blair. Two remarks on contact metric structures. Tôhoku MathJ., 29:319{324, 1977.[3] D.E. Blair and J.N. Patnaik. Contact manifoldswith characteristic vec-tor �eld annihilated by the curvature. Bull. Inst. Math. Acad. Sinica,9:533{545, 1981.[4] D.E. Blair and R. Sharma. Generalization of myers' theorem on acontact manifold. Illinois J. Math., 34:837{844, 1990.[5] D.E. Blair and R. Sharma. Three dimensional locally symmetric con-tact metric manifold. Bolletino U.M.I., 7(4-A):385{390, 1990.[6] D.E. Blair and J.M. Sierra. 5-dimensional locally symmetric contactmetric manifolds. preprint.[7] H Chen. Contact metric 3-manifolds with characteristic vector as aneigenvector of the laplacian. private communication.[8] Z. Olszak. On contact metric manifolds. Tôhoku Math J., 31:247{253,1979.[9] R. Sharma. Second order parallel tensors on contact manifolds. Alge-bras, Groups and Geometries, 7:145{152, 1990.
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